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Abstract— This paper deals with control of catalytic flow
reversal reactors (CFRR) used for oxidation of greenhouse gases
like methane. This system differs from conventional reactors as
it is a discrete-event or hybrid system with the only available
manipulated variable being the flow direction. For maintaining
high conversion rate and safety reasons, closed loop control is
required. We successfully implement and compare the perfor-
mances of different techniques like logic control, scheduling and
predictive control for safe operation of CFRR. We find that the
performances of latter two schemes are almost equivalent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid systems are continuous variable, continuous time
systems with a phased operation. They display continuous
behavior consisting of smooth flows within phases and discrete
behavior consisting of abrupt transition between phases [1].
Thus, hybrid system displays both continuous and discrete
behavior. Such hybrid systems arise in varied contexts in
manufacturing, communication networks, auto-pilot design,
computer synchronization, traffic control and chemical pro-
cesses, among others [2].

This paper deals with such a hybrid system i.e. Catalytic
flow reversal reactors (CFRR). As opposed to conventional
plug flow reactors, the direction of the feed to CFRR is
periodically reversed to provide self-sufficient operation [3].
CFRR were first studied by Frank-Kamenetski [4] for het-
erogeneous exothermic reactions. Matros and Buminovich [5]
provide a detailed review of different applications of CFRR.
In this paper, we consider CFRR for catalytic combustion of
greenhouse gases with large potential for global warming like
methane.

In presence of various disturbances i.e. change in feed
composition or flow rate, the performance of the CFRR
(measured in terms of outlet methane concentration) degrades
and closed loop control is required. The use of closed loop
control is also necessary to ensure that the reactor does
not extinguishes and the temperature does not violate an
upper bound causing damage to the reactor. The control of
CFRR has been considered earlier in [6], [7]. They used an
external heating element in the central limb of the CFRR as
the manipulated variable (see Figure 1). Alternatively, Balaji
and Lakshminarayan [8] considered the control of CFRR by
withdrawing an intermittent stream from the central limb with

the use of constant flow reversal sequence. The setup used in
this paper does not have a heating element, nor is a stream
withdrawn intermittently. Then, the flow reversal command
sequence represents the only available manipulated variable,
which also gives rise to discrete dynamics in CFRR. In this
sense, the results of this paper complement the results in [8].
We compare the performances of different techniques like
logic control, scheduling and predictive control. Most of these
techniques perform satisfactorily and the carefully constructed
scheduling-based algorithm closely matches the performance
of predictive control. Due to space restrictions, the discussion
is brief at places and further details are available in [9].

II. CATALYTIC FLOW REVERSAL REACTOR

Fig. 1. Catalytic Flow Reversal Reactor

A schematic diagram of the U-shaped catalytic converter is
shown in Figure 1. The insulated ceramic monolith sections
at the two ends of the reactor are used to store the energy
of the exit flow. The heart of the reactor consists of the
two sections containing the catalyst, which are connected
together through an open channel. A fraction of the reaction
mixture can be withdrawn through an outlet located in this
open channel. The reactor’s temperature is measured using
thermocouples (T1, T2, · · · , T16) located along the limbs. At
some points, more than one thermocouple is used at different
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radial positions to detect the presence of any hot spots. The
concentration of the reaction mixture is measured at the inlet,
outlet and in the open channel using gas chromatograph.
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Fig. 2. Departure of Temperature profile towards Reactor’s exit for uni-
directional flow

When this reactor is operated in a uni-directional flow mode
with no preheating of the feed stream, the temperature profile
gradually approaches the reactor’s exit (See Figure 2) and
the reactor ultimately extinguishes. Preheating of the feed is
required to keep the reactor under continuous operation. An
alternate approach is to periodically reverse the flow direction
through the reactor. Then the energy stored in the monolith
sections can be used to preheat the feed when the flow reverses.
Not only this operational strategy requires no preheating, the
stream withdrawn in the open channel can be used as an energy
source.

The flow in the reactor is reversed by opening and closing
appropriate valves (See Figure 3). When valves 1 and 4 are
opened, the feed flow from left to right across the reactor,
referred as forward flow. On the other hand, opening of valves
2 and 3 causes the feed to flow from right to left, referred as
reverse flow.
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Fig. 3. Flow reversal in the reactor

A. Model

Liu et al. [3] have presented a 1-D model of this process
assuming a pseudo-steady state and ignoring the radial varia-
tion of system states. The model consists of the mole and the
energy balances in the fluid (gases like methane and carbon

mono-oxide) and solid phases (reactor, catalyst etc.). The
major assumptions related to the development of the model are
described by Liu et al. [3] and Hayes and Kolaczkowski [10].

B. Simulator

Salomons et al. [11], [12] have developed a simulator
for this system in FORTRAN. The set of partial differential
equations are discretized using Finite Element Method (FEM)
and the resulting algebraic equations are solved recursively
using dirichlet type boundary conditions. A non-uniform mesh
is used, whose grid size has been optimized. The response of
this simulator has been validated against experimental results.
In this work, the following assumptions are made:

• The flow rate of the reaction mixture withdrawn in the
open channel is zero.

• In the experimental setup, the concentration is measured
using gas chromatograph, but it is assumed to be available
frequently here.

The simulation time for 1-D model is approximately 3− 4
times larger than the real time on a Pentium� III 866MHz
processer. Though a simulator based on a 2-D model is also
available, the 1-D model is used here due to the involved com-
putational expense and is considered as the system throughout
this paper. It is understood that the numerical values obtained
from the 1-D model contain some errors, but the trends of the
system states are same as the 2-D model.
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Fig. 4. Response of open-loop system for τ = 25 for nominal case

III. OPEN LOOP CONTROL

We first present the system’s response for the open-loop
case. The term open-loop refers to the case, where the switch-
ing sequence is predetermined or is chosen independent of the
values of system states. For simplicity, only symmetric flow
reversal sequences with constant half-cycle length τ (seconds)
are used. A sampling time of 1 second is used. The case,
where CCH4,in = 3.87× 10−3 mol % and υ(t) = 0.42 m/s is
considered as the nominal case. Here, υ(t) is the superficial
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Fig. 5. Response of open-loop system for τ = 300 for nominal case

velocity of the feed. Negative υ(t) represents reverse flow and
vice versa. The temperatures indicated by thermocouples in the
left and right limbs of the converter are referred as T1−T8 and
T9 − T16, respectively. Temperatures above 400◦C can cause
damage to the insulation layer in the monolith section, so T1

and T16 are also monitored.
The responses of the open-loop system for τ = 25 and 300

are shown in Figures 4 and 5. It is seen that with an increase
in τ , the temperatures often reach close to the upper bounds.
Similar trend is seen for other values of τ , 25 ≤ τ ≤ 300.
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Fig. 6. Disturbances in υ(t) and CCH4,in(t)

To evaluate the effect of disturbance on the system response,
we consider ±20% and ±10% variation in the feed flow
rate and feed composition as compared to the nominal case.
The time trajectories for υ(t) and CCH4,in(t) are shown in
Figure 6 and the system’s response for τ = 300 in Figure 7.
Though nearly optimal for the nominal case, in presence of
disturbances, the temperature constraints are violated on some
occasions for τ = 300. If open-loop control is used, then
persisted disturbances can cause the performance to deteriorate
and closed loop control is necessary.

IV. CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL

In this section, various schemes for feedback control of
the CFRR is discussed. Representing the dynamics of forward
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Fig. 7. Response of open-loop system for τ = 300 in presence of
disturbances

and reverse flows as f1(.) and f2(.) respectively, the system
is given as

ẋ(t) = δ(t)f1(x(t), d(t)) + (1 − δ(t))f2(x(t), d(t))

where δ(t) = sign(υ(t)). Lyapunov stability analysis suggests
that this process has no equilibrium points except when the
reactor extinguishes [9]. Then the control objective is to
maintain continuous operation with maximal conversion rate
and is formally given as

min
δ(t)

J = C̄CH4,out

T1(t) < 390◦C
T16(t) < 390◦C

δ(t) ∈ {−1, 1} ∀t (1)

where C̄CH4,out denotes the average outlet methane concentra-
tion. Note that we have backed-off from the specified bounds
of 400◦C to maintain feasibility. The manipulate variable
is updated every 5 seconds to provide sufficient time for
the calculations involved for all the algorithms studied. It
is assumed that all the disturbances are deterministic and
extension to the stochastic case is easy by using a filter such
as averaging.

A. Logic Control

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) are used exten-
sively in process industries owing to their simplicity [13]. Here
two simple logic-based techniques are analyzed for control of
CFRR. In the first scheme, analogous to common household
thermostat, the feed flow direction is changed when one of the
temperature constraints is violated with no consideration given
to the outlet methane concentration. As can be expected, the
performance is poor as shown in Figure 8. The magnitude
of constraint violation can be reduced by constraining the
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Fig. 8. Response of logic control (scheme 1)

temperatures to values lower than 390◦C, but this has an
adverse effect on the conversion.

It is observed that at any time instant, use of only one
of the flow directions results in increased conversion. Then
the performance is improved by reversing the flow, whenever
CCH4,out reaches a local minima (slope becomes positive) or
one of the temperature constraints is violated. This algorithm
provides better performance but requires frequent flow rever-
sals (cf. Figure 8), which may result in wear and tear of the
valves.
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Fig. 9. Response of logic control (scheme 2)

B. Scheduling

Gain scheduling [14] is a popular technique for control
of non-linear processes. In this scheme, a number of linear
controllers are designed by linearizing the system around

different operating points. As the process moves from one
operating point to the other, switching between these locally
optimal controllers is made based on the current operating
point. The performance of the two logic-based algorithms is
seen to be poor, when both of C̄CH4,out and frequency of
flow reversals are considered. Based on an idea similar to gain
scheduling, a scheduling based algorithm is considered, which
gives intermediate performance as compared to the earlier
algorithms.

The time required for the logic-based algorithm (Scheme 2)
to reach the local minimas of the CCH4,out (where its slope
becomes positive) decreases successively [9]. This causes the
flow reversal time for this algorithm to decrease simultane-
ously. Consider the case, when only a constant flow reversal
time is to be used. Then, an upper bound on the optimal
constant flow reversal time can be estimated by evaluating the
time required for the logic based algorithm (Scheme 2) to reach
the first local minima. Now, the flow reversal times can be
scheduled by calculating this upper bound (τref ) for different
operating conditions characterized by υ(t) and CCH4,in.

For the given system, CCH4,in variation has little effect on
τref and is ignored. The variation of τref with feed flow rate is
shown in Table I and during implementation, Lagrange method
is used to interpolate between these points.

υ, m/s 0.30 0.34 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50

τref , s 480 422 370 330 305 280

TABLE I

VARIATION OF τref WITH FEED RATE

During the implementation, the flow is reversed on con-
straint violation or depending on the value of υ(t). The closed
loop response is shown in Figure 10, which is substantially
better than the previous approaches.
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Fig. 10. Response of scheduling based algorithm



C. Predictive Control

Model Predictive Controller (MPC) uses a model of the
system to predict the system’s behavior several steps into the
future and then makes the control decision based on it. In
its comparison, other control schemes are also referred as
myopic. The present problem differs from the conventional
MPC approach in the sense that the manipulated variable
can assume only finite values. In the context of dynamic
programming, a similar problem on machine replacement has
been discussed by Bertsekas [15]. The details on MPC are
given by Meadows and Rawlings [16] and are omitted here
for the sake of brevity.

The effectiveness of MPC largely relies on the accuracy of
the model used. Since the available simulator runs slower than
real-time on simple PCs, a simpler model is required. Based
on the distributed parameter model and some trial and error,
the following structure is chosen for temperature readings

Ti(k+1) = Ti(k)+
[
pi Ti+1(k)−(2pi+ p16+i υ(k))Ti(k)+

(pi +p16+i υ(k))Ti−1(k)
]
+qi (−RCO)H (∆HR)CO CCH4,in

i = {1, · · · 16} (2)

T17(k + 1) =

{
p33 + p34T1(k) if δ(k) = 1
p35 + p36T16(k) if δ(k) = −1

(3)

where T1 −T16 are the 16 thermocouple readings. T0 and T17

are the temperatures of inlet and outlet streams respectively.
Here, pi and qi are unknown parameters and qi is taken to
be zero, if the associated thermocouple is not in one of the
catalytic sections. In (2), (−RCO)H and (∆HR)CO represent
homogeneous reaction rate and heat of reaction of carbon
mono-oxide, respectively. Both of these parameters depend on
the temperature non-linearly.

Since the concentration of methane is available only at the
inlet and outlet of the reactor, it is modelled as a function of
available temperature readings.

CCH4,out(k + 1) ={
p45CCH4,out(k) + p46(−RCH4(T12))S if δ(k) = 1
p47CCH4,out(k) + p48(−RCH4(T5))S if δ(k) = −1

(4)

where (−RCH4)S is the catalytic reaction rate of methane
defined as [3]

(−RCH4)S = 3 × 109e
−1.59×105

RgT (5)

Here, Rg is the gas constant. Overall, this model has 48
unknown parameters, which are estimated by minimizing 1-
step ahead prediction error. Ideally, for MPC relevant identifi-
cation np-step ahead prediction should be minimized to ensure
that good predictions are available over the entire prediction
horizon, np. In the present case, it is deemed unnecessary as
the model obtained with 1-step ahead prediction error mini-
mization has good prediction capabilities for multi-step ahead

prediction. The predicted and actual values for temperatures
and methane concentration are compared for 10-step ahead
prediction in Figure 11.
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The MPC is implemented on CFFR with prediction horizon
of 10s and control horizon of 5s. To avoid excessive input
usage, a penalty factor of 1 × 10−4 is imposed on the rate of
change of input. Since, the manipulated variable can assume
only 2 states and is updated every 5s, no optimization problem
is required to be solved. At every step, the predictions are
obtained for δ = −1 and 1 taking it to be constant over the
entire prediction horizon and the best strategy is chosen based
on this. The response of the closed loop system is shown in
Figure 12. It is seen that MPC gives reasonable performance
with maintaining the temperatures with in their bounds. It
might be possible to improve its’ response by varying the
parameters like prediction horizon, control horizon and input
penalty factor and is an issue for further research.

V. COMPARISON

In the previous section, different strategies for feedback
control of the CFRR were discussed and their performance is
compared in this section. For comparison purposes, the closed
loop system was simulated under the disturbances sequences
for υ and CCH4,in shown in Figure 6.

Different schemes are compared on the basis of achieved
performance defined in terms of average outlet methane
concentration, C̄CH4,out and the number of flow reversals
required. To take the magnitude and duration of temperature
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Fig. 12. Response of predictive control

constraint violation into account simultaneously, an index, IC

is calculated as

IC =
k∑

t=1

max(T1(t) − 390, 0) + max(T16(t) − 390, 0)

where k is the simulation length.

C̄CH4,out Reversals IC

Open Loop 1.68 × 10−4 8 132.35

Logic Control # 1 1.67 × 10−4 6 27.07

Logic Control # 2 1.44 × 10−4 36 0

Scheduling 1.63 × 10−4 7 2.44

Predictive Control 1.66 × 10−4 8 0

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF CONTROL SCHEMES

The comparison results are shown in Table II. The average
conversion obtained using open-loop control (τ = 300s)
is similar to most of the feedback control algorithms, but
constraint handling is poor. Logic-based control schemes lies
at the two end of the spectrum in terms of minimum number
of flow reversals and average methane concentration. It is
interesting to note that Logic control (scheme 2) does not
violate any constraints. Though the conversion increases with
temperature, the incremental rate of conversion does not, i.e.
the incremental rate of conversion become positive before the
reactor’s temperatures cross safety limits. Scheduling based
algorithm and MPC balance the performance with the number
of flow reversals required. The performance of these two
algorithms matches closely, though the former algorithm is a
simpler control scheme. This happens as scheduling the flow
direction based on the disturbances provides an implicit feed
forward action. Taking all the factors into account, MPC and
Scheduling are considered to be equivalent.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of controlling the catalytic flow reversal re-
actor in presence of disturbances is studied. The comparison
of different techniques viz. logic-based control, scheduling and
model predictive control is made. Considering the performance
of the closed loop system defined in terms of average methane
concentration in the outlet stream, flow reversals required
and temperature constraint violation simultaneously, schedul-
ing and MPC are found to be equivalent. However, MPC
requires a good model of the process and online concentration
measurement, which may not always be available. Based
on this, we conclude that scheduling is the most efficient
technique for control of this process. The future work will
focus on modification of these techniques, once the scope of
the simulator is extended to include the withdrawl of reaction
mixture in the open channel of CFRR.
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